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ABSTRACT
In this paper the effects of mistuning on the flutter stabil-

ity of a turbine blade are analysed. Two types of mistuning
are considered, frequency mistuning and aerodynamic mistun-
ing. The study concentrates on the the first family of modes
(1F, first flap) as the blade fluttered in this mode during test.
For the frequency mistuning analysis, the 1F frequency is var-
ied around the annulus but the 1F mode shapes remain the
same for all the blades. The mistuning analyses are performed
by using a reduced order model (ROM) based on an eigen-
value analysis of the linearized modal aeroelastic system with
the aerodynamic matrix calculated from the aerodynamic in-
fluence coefficients. The influence coefficients required for this
algorithm are obtained from a three-dimensional, non-linear
aeroelastic solver (AU3D) by shaking one blade in the datum
(tuned) frequency and mode and recording aerodynamic forces
on the other blades in the assembly. After the ROM is validated
against the non-linear method for the tuned case, it is used for
the mistuning and mis-staggering study as time-domain com-
putations of such cases are very time consuming.

The results of this paper indicate that, frequency mistuning
is always stabilizing but aerodynamic mistuning can be desta-
bilizing under certain conditions. Moreover, it is shown that
the effect of frequency mistuning is much higher than the one
of aerodynamic asymmetries and that structural coupling lim-
its the effects of mistuning.

NOMENCLATURE
IBPA Interblade phase angle
ND Nodal diameter
FMM Fundamental Mistuning Model
AIC Aerodynamic influence coefficient
∆ω Mistuning amplitude
Λ0 Tuned stiffness matrix
Π Pressure ratio
ζaero Aerodynamic damping
σ Standard deviation
ω∗ Reduced frequency, ω∗ = ω0c/V
ω0

s Tuned blade frequency of the sth blade
ωs Mistuned blade frequency of the sth blade
ω Complex system frequency
Am0 Tuned aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix
Am0

x Tuned aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix in phys-
ical space

Am
x Aerodynamic matrix containing tuned and mistuned

forces in physical space
Âm Mistuned aerodynamic matrix
Â Frequency mistuned matrix
E Discrete Fourier transformation matrix
E∗ Hermitian of the discrete Fourier transformation matrix
I Identity matrix (tuned mass matrix)
F Modal force
N Blade number
a0

s Tuned aerodynamic influence coefficient on the sth blade
f 0
ba Tuned blade alone frequency

q Travelling wave displacement
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INTRODUCTION
Structural or aerodynamic mistuning, i.e. deviations from

the design intent, in turbomachinery bladed disks and blisks
are caused by manufacturing tolerances and/or wear. It has
been long known that they affect the flutter stability of bladed
assemblies (see, for example, [1, 2]). In fact, intentional mis-
tuning has been used to successfully suppress flutter in both
compressor and turbine rotors [3, 4].

The vast majority of mistuning studies have focused on
structural mistuning and been neglecting any aerodynamic cou-
pling between blades. High fidelity studies incorporating both
structural and aerodynamic coupling and mistuning effects
have been comparatively rare [5]. Recently, Kielb et al. [5, 6]
investigated the effects of frequency and aerodynamic mistun-
ing on the flutter stability of a front-stage compressor blisk.
The results indicated that, frequency mistuning and certain pat-
terns of aerodynamic asymmetry were able to suppress flut-
ter but that random aerodynamic asymmetries destabilized the
blades.

This paper uses the same approach to study the effect of
mistuning on the flutter stability of a low pressure turbine rotor.
The bladed-disk rotor was designed by ITP and tested by CTA
as part of the European Collaborative project FUTURE [4, 7]
and is representative of a state-of-the-art low pressure turbine.
Two types of mistuning, frequency mistuning and aerodynamic
mistuning, are chosen for this study. They are analyzed using
a mistuning model similar to the one developed by Kielb et
al. [5]. The model is based on an eigenvalue analysis of the
linearized modal aeroelastic system. It combines a reduced or-
der structural coupling model with an aerodynamic coupling
model based on aerodynamic influence coefficients (AIC) ob-
tained from unsteady computational fluid dynamic (CFD) sim-
ulations. Previous work by the authors [8] has shown that this
method predicts similar flutter boundaries for a fan blade as
a non-linear CFD analysis. Aerodynamic mistuning is mod-
eled by introducing an aerodynamic asymmetry (such as would
arise from circumferential stagger angle variations, for exam-
ple) in the aerodynamic coupling model.

For simplicity, the term reduced order model (ROM) will
be used to refer to the model based on Fundamental Mistuning
Model with Aerodynamic Influence Coefficients.

The work is divided into three parts. First, the flutter stabil-
ity of the tuned assembly in the first flap (1F) mode is investi-
gated. Three-dimensional, non-linear URANS simulations are
used to determine the influence of loading on the aeroelastic
stability of the rotor blade. The results are also used to val-
idate the ROM for the tuned system. In the second part, the
ROM is used to study the effects of frequency mistuning on
aero-damping. Finally, the sensitivity of the system to aerody-
namic asymmetries is studied while frequency mistuning is set
to zero.

TEST CASE
This study is performed on a stand-alone low pressure tur-

bine bladed disk consisting of 146 blades. The blade was de-
signed by ITP, Spain, as part of the FUTURE project - a Euro-

TABLE 1. TEST CASE SUMMARY

Design inlet Mach No 0.42

Design exit Mach No 0.75

Reynolds number 1.2x105

Reduced frequency, 1F 0.075

pean project aiming at improving and validating current state-
of-the-art prediction tools for flutter in turbomachines. The
blade is representative of a modern low pressure turbine with
high deflection, high lift blading and high subsonic exit Mach
number. The rotor was tested in isolation with inlet guide vanes
located more than 10 chords upstream of the rotor. Important
parameters of the test case are listed in Table 1. A more de-
tailed description of the design and test can be found in Refer-
ences [4, 9].

The rotor blade was designed to be unstable in the first flap
(1F) mode at the ‘nominal’ operating condition with exit Mach
number 0.75. The reduced frequency, based on semi-chord,
exit velocity and frequency in Hz, at this condition is 0.075.

COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH
Flow solver

The flow solver used throughout the aeroelastic analysis
is AU3D which was written in Imperial College with sup-
port from Rolls-Royce. The code has been used and validated
against experimental data for over two decades (see [10, 11],
for example). The code models the 3D unsteady Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stockes equations. All computations in this
paper are performed using the one-equation Spalart-Allmarars
turbulence model [12]. The applied solution method is implicit
with second-order accuracy in space and time. Details about
the flow solver can be found in Reference [13].

Computational domain
The turbine rotor was modeled in isolation without inlet

guide vanes. The blade was meshed using an in-house mesh
generator [14]. The resulting grid is structured in the radial di-
rection and unstructured in the blade-to-blade direction. For the
purpose of this study, the hub and tip walls were modeled in-
viscid. This was not expected to influence the flutter results, as
the blade has a large aspect ratio, end-wall effects are negligi-
ble and the flow over the turbine is effectively two-dimensional.
The computational domain was extended upstream and down-
stream of the rotor with a gradually coarsening grid to mini-
mize numerical reflections from the boundaries. The final grid
contained 45k nodes per blade passage.

Aeroelastic method
To analyze the tuned and mistuned assemblies, a variety of

methods is used: Fully-coupled full circumference simulations,
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an energy method using single-passage domains with phase-
lagged boundary conditions and a reduced order method using
aerodynamic influence coefficients obtained from a partial as-
sembly aeroelastic simulation.

In all cases, material damping is set to zero because the ex-
act value is unknown for the current rotor configuration but its
expected value is much smaller than the estimated aerodynamic
damping. This paper uses the usual sign convention where a
positive ND represents a forward traveling wave, i.e. a wave
traveling in the positive direction of rotation, and a negative
ND a backward traveling wave.

All unsteady flutter simulations were started from con-
verged steady solutions.

Weakly-coupled full circumference simulations
For this method, the computational domain includes all 146
blades. The blade mode shape is expanded to nodal diame-
ters (NDs) and the flutter computation is started by giving the
blades an initial velocity in the expanded modes. At each time
step, the forces acting on the blade and the resulting blade dis-
placement is calculated. Note that the mode shape remains
fixed and is not altered by the aerodynamics. For this reason,
this method is sometimes called ‘weakly-coupled’. Tracking
the time history of displacement allows to determine the system
stability by using the logarithmic decrement method. The aero-
dynamic damping is obtained for all ND at once. This method
will be referred to as ND expansion method. It can model rigid
and flexible disks and will be used in this paper to (a) deter-
mine the importance of structural coupling and (b) determine
the most unstable nodal diameter in the tuned assembly.

Single passage with phase-lagged boundary con-
ditions To reduce computational efforts, some of the condi-
tions are modeled using a single-passage method with phase-
lagged boundary conditions. In this case, the blade is oscil-
lating at a constant amplitude and the aerodynamic damping
is calculated from the work done on the blade by the air. The
nodal diameter, or inter-blade phase angle (IBPA), is imposed
via the phase-lagged boundary conditions. This method as-
sumes a rigid disk without structural coupling between blades.

Reduced order method with aerodynamic influ-
ence coefficients For the mistuned assemblies, an aero-
dynamic influence coefficient (AIC) method is used. AIC is a
structural reduced order model initially developed by Feiner &
Griffin [15] and extended by Kielb et al. [5] for aerodynamic
coupling. The initial model, known as fundamental mistuning
model (FMM), requires two sets of input parameter in order
to solve for the system stability: the natural frequency and the
deviation of frequency due to mistuning. In this method the
unsteady aerodynamics are uncoupled from the structural anal-
ysis. This approach is common and valid for high mass ratio
blades. To account for blade coupling forces, CFD simulations
are performed in conjunction with cascade aerodynamic theory.
The stability is determined by solving the eigenvalue problem

of the aeroelastic system in the traveling wave space.

[ΛΛΛ0 + ÂAA−AAAm0− ÂAA
m−ω

2III]{q}= {0} (1)

ΛΛΛ
0 represents the modal stiffness matrix and ÂAA the fre-

quency mistuning matrix containing the frequency variation in
each individual bladed disk sector [15]. ÂAA is circulant and its
component in the mth traveling number couples the nth travel-
ing wave with the (n ± m)th traveling wave. Its components
can be calculated using

Ân,m =
2ω0

n ω0
m

N

N−1

∑
s=0

[
∆ωsei(n−m) 2πs

N

]
(2)

The fractional change in frequency ∆ωs or the mistuning
amplitude is defined as

∆ωs =
ωs−ω0

s

ω0
s

(3)

where ω0
s and ωs are the structural tuned and mistuned fre-

quency of the sth blade respectively.
AAAm0 is the diagonal aerodynamic influence matrix of the

tuned system. The coefficients in this matrix are obtained from
the CFD simulation by shaking the reference blade in the de-
sired modeshape and measuring the modal forces on the other
blades [8]. The tuned aerodynamic influence coefficient of the
sth blade attributed to a sector based mode is calculated by

a0
s =

Fs,real + iFs,imag

qre f ,real + iqre f ,imag
(4)

where Fs is the modal force on the blade n due to displace-
ment of the reference blade and qre f is the modal displacement
of the reference blade. In this analysis, in order to calculate the
harmonic coefficients, a fast Fourier transformation of the un-
steady AU3D simulations results is taken. The transformation
of the aerodynamic influence coefficients matrix of the second
based mode to the traveling space is done by a discrete Fourier
transformation

AAAm0 =
1
N

EEE∗AAAm0
x EEE (5)

ÂAA
m

accounts for the aerodynamic asymmetries due to mistun-
ing in traveling wave coordinates. Aerodynamic asymmetries
are introduced in the physical space and transformed to travel-
ling wave space in the same manner as in Eq. (5) [6].

The aerodynamic damping can be calculated by taking the
ratio of the real part to the imaginary part of the system fre-
quency

ζaero =
ωimag

ωreal
(6)
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The real part of the complex system frequency is always posi-
tive which means that the stability is defined by the imaginary
part.

TUNED ANALYSIS
The tuned frequency and modeshape of the first flap (1F)

mode were determined from a finite element analysis with
cyclic symmetric boundary conditions. Before the stability of
the tuned system was analyzed in detail, the different numerical
approaches used in this work were validated.

Validation of numerical approaches Some of the
approaches used in this paper inherently assume a rigid disk
without any structural coupling between blades. To validate
this assumption, the level of structural coupling of the bladed
disk is first assessed by determining the eigenfrequencies of a
flexible blade sector for all ND. The frequency of the 1F mode
in a given ND is plotted as a fraction of the blade alone fre-
quency in Fig.1.
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FIGURE 1. TUNED SYSTEM FREQUENCIES

It can be observed that the mode shapes are blade-
dominated and therefore, the strain energy is primarily in the
blades for all nodal diameter. Families with blade-dominated
modes are assumed to be isolated from neighbouring families.
As a consequence, the modal coupling effects from other fam-
ilies due to frequency mistuning is negligible which is crucial
for the later mistuning analysis [16].

In the next step of the validation, the aeroelastic stabil-
ity was compared for the following approaches: a) ND expan-
sion method with flexible disk, b) ND expansion method with
rigid disk, c) AIC method with rigid disk and d) single pas-
sage method (rigid disk). The resulting aerodynamic damping
values at the nominal operating point are shown in Fig.2.

It can be seen that all forward travelling waves are stable
whereas the majority of negative waves is unstable. There is
a good agreement between the different methods. All meth-
ods predict the same variation of aero-damping with ND and
there are no noticeable differences between the two full annu-
lus methods and AIC methods in terms of aerodamping. The
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FIGURE 2. COMPARISON OF STABILITY CURVES FOR DIF-
FERENT METHODS

single passage, however, overpredicts the maximum and min-
imum aerodynamic damping values by approximately 10%.
The least stable ND is -37. Although the natural frequency
is decreased by about 2% for most ND when the tuned disk is
considered flexible, it has almost no effect on the stability.

Effect of Loading on Stability To gain some insights
into the physical mechanisms influencing the stability of the
tuned system the blade loading is varied. To do so, the system
stability at the least stable nodal diameter (ND -37) is examined
using the single passage domain with phase-lagged boundary
conditions.

For a given frequency, the stability will vary with blade
loading. This effect is investigated by altering the static outlet
pressure in the computations while holding the inlet stagna-
tion pressure constant. The computed aerodynamic damping is
plotted against blade loading in Fig. 3, where blade loading is
expressed as a ratio of the exit pressure, p2 to the nominal exit
pressure p2,re f . The figure clearly shows a linear behavior for
small variations in loading. In the range 0.85≤ p2/p2,re f ≤1.05
aero-damping decreases linearly with increasing blade loading.
When the outlet pressure is decreased below 80% of the nomi-
nal value, however, non-linearities arise.
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FIGURE 3. EFFECT OF BLADE LOADING ON AERODY-
NAMIC DAMPING
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To explore this phenomena, the flow field at three different
pressure ratios, p2/p2,re f =1.0, 0.8 and 0.65, is analysed. Fig. 4
shows the Mach number contours at the different loading con-
ditions at 90% span. A comparison with Fig. 3, suggests that
the non-linearity is due to a shock which appears at about 80%
of the chord at p2/pre f =0.80, and travels towards the trailing
edge when the loading is increased further. When the shock is
created, the aerodynamic damping starts to increase but drops
again after the shock reaches the trailing edge (p2/p2,re f =0.65)
and a fish tail shock appears. When the back pressure is de-
creased below a ratio of 0.65 (not shown), the fish tail shock
intensity grows causing the aerodynamic damping to decrease
again as mentioned earlier.

It should be noted here that since the endwalls were mod-
elled inviscid, the effect of secondary flows could not be cap-
tured in the computations. However, their impact on the so-
lution might be considerable, especially for 1F mode flutter,
which should be studied in the future.

The aeroelastic stability of a blade is determined by the
phase-lag between the blade surface velocity and the unsteady
pressure on the blade surface. Looking at the phase of the un-
steady pressure can thus provide more information about the
cause of the aerodynamic damping change with blade loading.
The phase of the unsteady pressure (with respect to that of the
blade motion) is plotted along the suction side in Fig. 5 for dif-
ferent loading conditions. It can be seen that, the phase changes
considerably with blade loading over the second half of the
chord. The slope of the phase-versus-chord line is proportional
of the pressure disturbance’s propagational velocity along the
chord and its minimum coincides with the location of the shock
(≈0.8x/c for p2/p2,re f =0.8 and ≈0.8x/c for p2/p2,re f =0.65).
This confirms that the change in aero-damping is closely re-
lated to the appearance and movement of the shock. Note that
the steady and unsteady pressures along the pressure side do
not change much with loading and hence the the pressure side
phase plot has been omitted for brevity.

Finally, full annulus calculations (ND expansion method)
are performed in order to calculate the aerodynamic damping
as a function of nodal diameter for an increased loading, Fig.
6.

For the range 1.10≤ p2/pre f ≤0.85 the shape of the stability
curve (S-curve) remains unchanged and merely the amplitude
of the damping changes. In this linear range (see Fig. 3), the
S-curve is scaled with a good approximation by

ζaero,Π ≈
1

Π2 ζaero,Π=1 (7)

where Π is the pressure ratio. When shocks start to appear
at p2/pre f =0.8, the shape of the S-curve changes. The least
and most stable nodal diameter shift to a smaller negative and
positive inter-blade phase angle respectively. When the fish tail
shock is established at p2/pre f =0.65, two local peaks appear in
the stable range of the S-curve.

(a) p2/p2,re f = 1

(b) p2/p2,re f = 0.8

(c) p2/p2,re f = 0.65

FIGURE 4. RELATIVE MACH NUMBER IN BLADE PASSAGE
FOR DIFFERENT BLADE LOADINGS AT 90% SPAN

MISTUNED ANALYSIS
The influence coefficient due to unsteady aerodynamic

forces are calculated using the blade alone mode shape and
frequency (without structural coupling). The same coefficients
are used for all traveling waves indices and thus, the results are
only valid for cases where the modeshape and frequency do not
change significantly with nodal diameter.

The eigenvalue problem of the FMM can either be solved
in the physical or in the traveling wave space under the assump-
tion of a rigid disk. However, the representation of mistuning
in the traveling wave space relates the mistuning to the blade
and the corresponding sector of the disk. Therefore, if the mis-
tuning is confined to the blades only, the fractional frequency
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deviation has to be scaled [17, 18]. This error is determined by
solving the eigenvalue problem while setting the aerodynamic
forces to zero. In the present case the error in the prediction
of the mistuned blade frequency compared to the input was
found to be up to 0.3% for an alternate mistuning pattern of
7%. Since the error is relatively small, the scaling is omitted
in this investigation. In other words, the frequency of a sector
is approximated by the blade frequency. Nevertheless, when
the disk is flexible, the eigenvalue problem has to be solved
in traveling wave space because the tuned natural frequencies
are usually determined by a finite element analysis with cyclic
symmetric boundary conditions.

For the aerodynamic asymmetry (mis-staggering) analy-
sis the aerodynamic influence coefficients are computed for the
tuned case and analytically perturbed in the eigenvalue prob-
lem. This approach permits to take into account any kind of
aerodynamics asymmetries. This approach is quite similar to
the non-parametric approach proposed by Mbaye et al. [19].
It does not unfortunately allow to link the amount of aerody-
namic mistuning with angle mis-staggering unlike a determin-
istic approach [20] It gives a good understanding of aerody-
namic asymmetries and their influence on rotor stability. A
similar study was performed on a compressor by Kielb et al.
(2007) [6] and on a fan by Miyakozawa (2007) [16].

All mistuning analysis are conducted using the linear ex-

tended ROM model. The Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient
matrix is calculated for the tuned system. This method was
validated and successfully employed for fan flutter analysis by
Salles and Vahdati (2016) [8].

Frequency Mistuning
Two different types of frequency mistuning are studied:

Alternate and random mistuning.
Figure 7 shows the variation in aero-damping with mistun-

ing amplitudes for an alternate mistuning pattern. The differ-
ent lines correspond to different numbers of coefficients (AICs)
used in the ROM model. In addition, each AIC was obtained
with and without structural coupling between the blades. It is
clear that, structural coupling (flexible disk) does not signif-
icantly affect the stability of the system. Moreover, the dif-
ference between 15 and 7 aerodynamic influence coefficient is
negligible while the absolute aerodynamic damping predicted
using 3 coefficients is always higher. Thus, in all further anal-
ysis 7 coefficients are considered to be sufficient. When only
one coefficient is used, the system is stable because the blade
will not flutter without the influence of the neighboring blades.
Figure 7 shows that an alternate mistuning of 3.7% can stabi-
lize the system.
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The aerodynamic damping versus the aeroelastic fre-
quency of the system is plotted in Fig. 8 for a rigid disk (no
structural coupling) and a flexible disk (with structural cou-
pling). The system frequency is normalised by the tuned blade
alone frequency.

For both cases, alternate mistuning introduces a frequency
split in the root loci distribution. The frequency split is caused
by the lack of pure traveling wave modes since they are coupled
among each other. For an alternate mistuning in particular, the
nth traveling wave mode is coupled with the (n+ N

2 ) mode for
an even blade count. So the most unstable ND -37 of the tuned
case is now coupled with a stable ND 35 for the mistuned ro-
tor. As the mistuning amplitude increases, all the aerodynamic
damping tend to converge to a value which corresponds to the
average of the tuned damping (see also [21]).
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FIGURE 8. ROOT LOCI DISTRIBUTION FOR ALTERNATE
MISTUNING

Both parts of the split root loci are “round” for a rigid disk,
whereas some of the aeroelastic eigenvalues are shifted to the
left for a flexible disk.

In general, the aeroelastic frequency corresponding to a
specific coupled wave (nodal diameter) is always lower when
flexibility of the disk is taken into account. The lower aeroelas-
tic frequencies are attributed to the lower nodal diameter. The
eigenfrequency increases w.r.t the nodal diameter as illustrated
in Fig. 1.

To study the influence of random frequency mistuning,
a Monte Carlo analysis with 1000 mistuned configurations is
conducted. The frequency perturbation is assumed to be nor-
mally distributed. The population mean is the blade alone fre-
quency for the rigid disk and the individual cyclic symmetric
frequencies from the structural analysis (see Fig. 1) for the flex-
ible disk. The least stable aero-damping for different levels
of standard deviation are compared against each other and the
tuned case in Fig. 9.

It is clear that the rotor will never become stable if fre-
quency deviations are less than σ = 1%, regardless of whether
structural coupling is considered or not. This is the standard
deviation which can be expected from manufacturing toler-
ances [22]. Fig. 9 furthermore shows that the least stable aero-
dynamic damping of a randomly mistuned assembly is always
higher than that of a tuned assembly. The fact that more config-
urations of the rigid disk than of the flexible disk are stable for
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FIGURE 9. LEAST STABLE DAMPING FOR RANDOM FRE-
QUENCY MISTUNING

the same mistuning amount indicates that structural coupling is
important for frequency mistuning.

The cumulative probability of the Monte Carlo analysis,
shown in Fig. 10, also demonstrates the significance of struc-
tural coupling.

A standard deviation of 3%, for instance, causes about
50% of the cases to be stable when structural coupling is ne-
glected. When structural coupling is included, however, almost
none of the cases are stable. In the present case, the flexiblity of
the disk is not very pronounced (see Fig. 1) but it nevertheless
makes a considerable difference for randomly perturbed fre-
quencies. This highlights the importance of structural coupling
in the stability analysis of mistuned assemblies.

When the standard deviation is increased to an artificial
amount, a plateau or saturation exists where a higher standard
deviation does not lead to a higher aerodynamic damping. This
is illustrated in Fig. 11 where the least stable aero-damping
value for standard deviations up to σ = 50% is shown. Af-
ter a certain standard deviation, most of the configurations fall
on a line with a lower damping for a higher frequency. Here,
the blades are relatively stiff so that the aerodynamic effects
become smaller.

Aerodynamic Asymmetries
To study the effect of aerodynamic asymmetries on aero-

damping the frequency mistuning is set to zero. Structural
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FIGURE 11. LEAST STABLE DAMPING FOR RANDOM FRE-
QUENCY MISTUNING WITH HIGH STANDARD DEVIATION

coupling is included throughout all aerodynamic perturbation
analyses. Three different types of aerodynamic mistuning are
considered while the levels of mistuning are deliberately set
to high levels in order to better study its effects. First, a sin-
gle blade, namely blade 0 or the reference blade, is perturbed.
Blade 0 is represented in the first column and first line of the
AIC matrix, Eq. (8). For this type of aerodynamic asymmetry
two cases are considered. One extreme case, where blade 0 is
considered to be aerodynamically invisible. In order to remove
blade 0 aerodynamically, all coefficients in the first column and

first line of the AIC matrix are set to zero. In the second case,
the coefficients are scaled by a certain amount.

AAAm
x = AAAm0

x + ÂAA
m
x =



a0
e,e a1

e,o a2
e,e ... aN−1

e,o

aN−1
o,e a0

o,o a1
o,e ... aN−2

o,o

aN−2
e,e aN−1

e,o a0
e,e ... aN−3

e,o

...
...

...
. . .

...

a1
o,e a2

o,o a3
o,e ... a0

o,o


(8)

The second type of aerodynamic mistuning creates an al-
ternate pattern. The coefficient for even and odd blades are
perturbed in the AIC matrix in the physical space. The coeffi-
cients with subscripts (e,e) and (o,o) are scaled in the complex
plane resulting in a block circulant matrix. Similar to alternate
frequency mistuning, the aerodynamic symmetry group pertur-
bation has an alternate pattern which couples the nth mode with
the mode (n+ N

2 ). The entries of AIC matrix in traveling space
are therefore

[Am] =

[
an,n an,n+N

2

an+N
2 ,n an+N

2 ,n+
N
2

]
(9)

The third perturbation type is random scaling of the coeffi-
cients in the complex plane of the physical space. The real and
the imaginary part are perturbed based on a normal distribu-
tion while they are assumed to be uncorrelated. As for random
frequency mistuning, a Monte Carlo analysis with 1000 con-
figurations is conducted.

The result for the first perturbation type is plotted in Fig.
12.
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Making the blade 0 aerodynamically invisible gives a 2.3%
higher damping. Reducing the force of blade 0 by 25% results
in a 0.8% higher damping and increasing the force by 25% in
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0.1% lower damping. There are two frequencies marked with
a red arrow in Fig. 12 that lie outside the root loci distribution.
The first one is for an invisible blade 0 and the second one for
a +25% perturbation of blade 0. The marked frequency for an
aerodynamically invisible blade 0 (left arrow in Fig. 12) is a lo-
calized blade 0 mode as can be concluded from its eigenvector,
Fig. 13a.
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The marked frequency of the perturbed blade 0 (see red
arrow on the right of Fig. 12) gives an eigenvector in which
all blades in positive circumferential direction are displaced
whereas almost all blades in negative direction are at rest, Fig.
13b. In other words, pressure perturbation of this mode is
caused by blade 0 and travels in positive direction of rotation,
gets weaker until it dies out. The blades in negative circumfer-
ential direction from blade 0 experience a relative weak force.

An alternate aerodynamic asymmetry increases the least
stable damping by 2.1% and 8.6% for an mistuning amplitude
of 10% and 20% respectively, Fig. 14.

The Monte Carlo analysis of the random stagger mistuning
and the corresponding cumulative probability curve are shown
in Fig. 15.

It can be observed that a random aerodynamic mistuning
with a low standard deviation (here up to 10%) can reduce the
least stable damping compared to a tuned case. This means
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FIGURE 15. RANDOM AERODYNAMIC ASYMMETRIES

that a stable system can become unstable when aerodynamic
asymmetries are taken into account. However, when the struc-
ture and the aerodynamic forces of the system are randomly
perturbed, the system will most likely experience a stabilizing
effects because the stabilization due to frequency mistuning is
higher than the destabilization caused by aerodynamics asym-
metries.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper studied the influences of structural (frequency)

and aerodynamic mistuning on the aeroelastic stability of a tur-
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bine bladed disk using a reduced order model with and with-
out structural coupling. It was found that, frequency mistun-
ing was always stabilizing while aerodynamic mistuning was
destabilizing under certain conditions. Moreover, the results
demonstrated that structural coupling can reduced the stabiliz-
ing effects of frequency mistuning. This is in agreement with
findings by Kielb et al. [5] for a compressor blisk.

Future work based on this paper may include the study of
perturbation of the modeshape and mis-staggering of the blade
in the computational domain rather inducing frequency mistun-
ing and aerodynamic asymmetries in the reduced order model
respectively. This approach would be more realistic but also
more computationally challenging. In addition, the effect of
shocks, e.g. due to increased blade loading, should be study in
more depth.
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